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Post-90s Shine with Goals and Faith
ThinkSeries Awards Ceremony 2010

TODAY, (30th April), hundreds of students
gathered at the HKFYG Auditorium for the
ThinkSeries Awards Ceremony 2010. The twohour ceremony marked the apex of the
ThinkSeries Snapshots, Video and Lyrics
Competitions organised by Wiseman Education
and partners (please refer to *), effusing the
diversity and inspirations of the post-90s
generation.
The post-90s spirit infused the ceremony. It
convened with the performance of Succeed
Band, a band consisting of a group of post-90s
students from Tin Shui Wai. Then, the much-anticipated collection of 1,600 words describing
the post-90s by the ThinkSeries Leaders online was published in the ceremony. The
ceremony was certainly a culmination of this post-90s revolution----- to vindicate the
stereotypes of post-90s being “kids” not having faith or vision of one‟s own.
The winners expressed their views towards the theme „Faith‟ through snapshots, videos or
lyrics, lots of which comprise of unique revolutionary perspectives. “These post-90s opened
up a new dimension of thinking, interacting, and inspiration,” commented Winnie Fung,
Project Manager of Wiseman Education. Neither was these works driven by the competition
alone.
“The students are not merely motivated by the awards,” as Mr Wong, a teacher of Immanuel
Lutheran College, has said. “More important are the lives of others that they have touched
upon through making these works.”
At the end of the ceremony, Rosa Lee from St Francis‟ Canossian College, Project Manager of
ThinkSeries Leader 2010, announced the theme of the ThinkSeries Competitions for next
year – Dream. “If faith is the basis for success, then dream will be the guide that leads us
to our goals,” said Rosa. “With faith, we come to realise our dream.”
* ThinkSeries Competitions are inspired and supported by The English Speaking Union (Hong Kong), Hong
Kong Parents Association, SkyHigh Creative Partners, YouTube, Thomson Reuters, Youth Portal of Hong Kong
and Wiseman Education

Seeing Post-90s at
Different Angles
The post-90s ThinkSeries leaders were very
pleased to present the „Impression of Post-90s‟
word collection results, in which over 1,600 people
have participated. On top of the collection list is
“SMART”, followed by “GOOD” and “CREATIVE”.
“LAZY” comes forth in the list, but still the public
thinks we are “CLEVER”, which comes fifth. The
results compose a general image of the post-90s ----we are not “kids” only, but bright youngsters
having our own mind and thoughts. In short, we are more than what we are perceived.
For more information of the winning entries, please refer to the winners list.
For more details of the competition or the ThinkSeries Leaders, please visit:
1. Official website of the ThinkSeries Competitions 2010
www.thinkseries.org
2. Post-90s Revolution – Voice of Post-90s
www.thinkseries.org/voice
You may also contact:
ThinkSeries Leaders
Hilton Tai (S6)

Mary Lam (S6)

Tel: 9276 0934 (after 4pm)

Tel: 6686 8661 (after 4pm)

Email: leadership@wiseman.com.hk

Email: leadership@wiseman.com.hk

Wiseman Education
Mr Eric Yiu
Tel: 3187 4994
Email: eric.yiu@wiseman.com.hk

